
 
Progress 

Ball Games Assessment Guideline 

Emerging  

L 

Players are able to control balls using basic technique (bottom of foot, two handed catch) that are travelling towards them but technique may falter when ball is played away from 

them 
Players are able to pass accurately over short distances using the inside of the foot, but often unable to take pace off a received ball 
When defending Players close down the space quickly forcing mistakes and are aware that they should adopt a side on position 

 

S 

In transition players are aware of what they must do but end up following ball once ball is lost or won 

 

 

H  
Players are able to recognise  

Expected  

L 

Players can control the ball consistently on a variety of surfaces (different parts of the body), control may falter when under pressure situations 
Players are able to pass accurately over short and medium distances whilst on the move 
When defending players close quickly, slow down and adopt a side on stance so that they can change direction quickly 
Players move from behind players to help make a clear line of sight between themselves and the ball carrier making passes easy to receive 

 

S 

Students may exhibit some individual skills and start to be able to successfully go past other students mostly by using fast pace 
Players begin to use their first touch to set up their next move allowing some simple flowing moves to appear 

Players are able to understand triggers for two man running moves  

When defending players are able to get compact before closing down their player, they may still be dragged out of position on occasion by following the ball 

 

H 

Players use their first touch to set up their next movement such as the pass or shot and use changes of pace 

Players will travel with the ball and can beat some opponents with individual skill, they may miss the first opportunity for passing or shooting 
When defending players close quickly, slow down, adopt a side on position and make the strikers play predictable, they show patience 
In  transition players know how and why they should move wide and deep but fail to get into position quickly enough 

Excellence  

L 

Students begin to pass the ball at the correct moment, reacting to trigger movements, sometimes they will still pass the ball a touch early – before team mates have fully moved into 

position 
Players take their touch away from where the ball has come opening up space, changes of pace are evident as is the use of disguise when necessary 

Players are able to understand and recognise triggers for two man and third man running moves 

 
S 

When defending players begin to react to the movement of other defenders sometimes being able to prevent the split pass 
Players are able to successfully spot and switch the direction of play with their passes opening up space 
When defending players are able to stop players turning, and slow the pace of the attack as well as making play predictable. They understand and prevent the split pass 

 
H 

Players will make a new passing angle after they have passed the ball, ensuring a clear line of sight and an open body shape 
Players are able to go past players using changes of pace and ball manipulation, they are also able to spot passes and shooting opportunities quickly 

 

Progress Badminton Assessment Guidelines Done 

Em

er

 

L 

Is able to copy and recall correct general grip 

Hits the shuttle most of the time (more than 6/10) 

Returns shuttle within reach 



gin

g 

 

 

Win rallies by staying in rally until a mistake has been made, no clear winner played 

 

S 

Understands basic scoring and rules, inconsistent application 

Start to use some different shots; the clear and net shot 

Contact is consistent but the rally is made up entirely of forehand strokes hit above the head 

 

H 

Player will start to apply simple tactics such as moving their opponent around to force some mistakes 

Players start to play shots from ‘T’ position 

Players know the names of the court markings for a singles game 

Ex

pe

ct

ed 

 

L 

Uses forehand strokes well, with purpose and are aware of what shots should be played in given situations 

Apply further tactics such as beginning to move opponent forwards and backwards 

Players will now help force opponents into mistakes, but still rare clean winning shots 

Players begin to adopt a ‘L’ shaped stance to their ready position 

Players begin to reposition after a shot, often towards the ‘T’ 

 

 

S 

Players demonstrate and use forehand strokes with purpose, including shots such as the smash and net kill 

Use both long and short serves with some consistency 

Shots may break down when placed under pressure in game situations 

Players reposition after service and for most part during simple rallies positioning may break with pressure. They are aware of how they should reposition 

Players begin to play shots away from the centre line of the court 

Players  ready position is evident, but racquet often drops to low limiting range of shots available 

 

 

H 

Uses a good variety of shots including forehand and backhand shots, with consistency 

Can use backhand and forehand serves effectively  

Players will now gain most points through winning shots into space created  

Most shots will display the correct flight path most of the time 

Shots are played with good logical variety in angle and depth 

Ex

cel

len

ce 

 

L 

Players use and demonstrate a wide variety of shots backhand, forehand shots are used with disguise to maximise effect 

Almost all shots will display correct flight path  

Players demonstrate control of rallies and use shots make opportunities to attack and finish the rally efficiently 

 

S 

Players return to the centre of the court and maintain a good ready position at all times 

Players Anticipate and can read opponents shots, replying with appropriate shots to turn defence into attack 

Players use and apply a wide range of tactics and strategy to efficiently outwit opponents 

 

H 

Players recognise the correct moments in which to select specific shots for maximum effect and can discuss and justify selection 

When defending players are able to quickly turn defence into attack efficiently and at the first opportunity 

When attacking disguise is applied to help outwit and create opportunities 

 

 
Progress Cricket Assessment Guideline 

Done 

Emerging S When batting the performer displays understanding of the basic stance, forward defensive is performed, but attacking shots are often lifted into air or 

misjudged 

S When fielding the performer throws short distances and able to catch if ball is close to them, can stop slow travelling balls 



S When bowling the performer displays limited ability to control the line or length of delivery. Deliveries may be erratic due to arm action or head being uneven 

on delivery 

C In game situations the player has limited success and technique may falter when put under pressure 

S When batting forward and backward defensive shots are played well, attacking shots can be erratic due to poor footwork or arm action 

S When fielding the player is able to perform the long barrier when the ball is travelling to them successfully able to throw accurately over short distances 

C When bowling the performer controls the run up but will struggle with length of pitch due to angle of ball release 

C In game situations the player begins to display some individual skills but lacks consistency 

Expected 

 

C When batting defensive shots are selected and used well protecting the wicket. Attacking shots such as drives are used at appropriate opportunities but not 

always controlled 

S When fielding throws are accurate over short/medium distances, under pressure they may overthrow the ball. Barriers are used effectively to keep the ball 

infront of them 

S When bowling the run up is measured and displays some spin but is not generally well controlled. Line of ball becomes more consistent 

C In game situations the player is able to influence the game either throw their batting or bowling, the player makes fewer unforced errors 

C When batting defensive shots dominate play, when the bowling pitches a short ball the batter takes the opportunity to attack using drives and pull shots 

S When fielding throws are accurate over short and medium distances. Long distance throws may falter under pressure. Able to catch ball when arriving at 

different heights 

S When bowling the performer can cause some movement of the ball and begins to show more control of both the line of ball and more often the length of 

delivery 

S In game situations the player displays some individual skills with consistency, able to work effectively carrying out team tactics 

S When batting defensive shots are highly effective, drives travel across the floor and pull shots are directed towards spaces in the field 

S When fielding the performer is able to pick up the ball with either hand and begins to anticipate situations 

S When bowling the performer is consistent in delivery and in line of ball. Occasionally length may falter under pressure. Some spin or pace pressurises batter 

S In game situations the player displays good consistency in his skills even when placed under pressure. Competent in both fielding and batting 

Excellence S When batting the performer displays front foot and backfoot defensive shots and when attacking shots are well selected and display a variety of pulls and 

drives 

C When fielding they begin to get into line behind hit balls, they keep the ball in front making quick and effective decisions 

S When bowling the performer is effective in pace or spin bowling and has good control of the line and length of delivery. Puts batters under pressure 

C In game situations the player assist his team mates displaying good understanding of tactics and strategy. They make very few errors and react to team mates 

decisions 

C When batting correct shots are selected at the correct moment dependent on pitch, pace and movement of ball. Shots deliberately placed. Displays; pulls, 

drives and glances 

C When fielding they anticipate and read the play. Getting quickly into line, barriers allow them to flow into next action. Throws are well paced and accurate over 

long distances 

C When bowling the performer shows excellent control of pace/spin/swing. Able to attack the batter and force mistakes or make play predictable 

C In game situations the player has significant control over the game and other players displaying excellent tactical nous and strategies to affect the game 

 



Progress Association Football Assessment Guideline  

Emerging  

L 

Players are able to control the ball with the bottom of the foot and copy other simple means of control 
Players are able to pass accurately over short distances using the inside of the foot, but often unable to take pace off a received ball 

When defending Players close down the space quickly forcing mistakes 

Players can copy some simple, movements to make space and describe the needed actions 

 

S 

Players can replicate methods of control and show consistency in isolated practice 
In transition players are aware and of what they must do but end up following ball once ball is lost or won.  

Players are able to control the ball with the bottom, inside and outside of the foot with some consistency  problems occur when ball arrives at different heights 
Players are able to pass accurately over short and medium distances consistently between 10m and 20m 

 

H 

When defending players remember to close down quickly but then begin to slow down as they approach the player with the ball 
In transition Players begin to mark specific players from set pieces, but lose players in open play. They can describe what they should do 
Players replicate moves accurately in cooperative practices 
Players begin to be able to describe simple tactics for attacking and defending 

Expected  

 

L 

Players are able to control the ball consistently on a variety of surfaces (different parts of the body), control may falter when under pressure situations 
Players are able to pass accurately with both the inside of the foot and over longer distances whilst on the move 

When defending players close quickly, slow down and adopt a side on stance so that they can change direction quickly 
When wanting the ball players will move from behind players but will move towards the ball, sometimes accidently taking away space for the person with the ball 
Players are able to compare performances and use it to improve their own game, they begin to be able to evaluate and recognise successful actions/decisions 
Players exhibit some individual skills 

 

 

S 

Players are able to analyse their first touch and use it to set up their next movement such as the pass or shot 
When defending players close quickly, slow down, adopt a side on position and make the strikers play predictable 

Players begin to move from behind players to help make a clear line of sight between themselves and the ball carrier making passes easier to receive 
In  attacking transition players know that they should move wide and that strikers should move to deep positions they do this but do not move as wide or as deep as possible 

Players take their touch away from where the ball has come from opening up space 
Are able to go past players using changes of pace 

 

 

H 

Players are able to successfully spot and switch the direction of play with their passes opening up space 

Players move wide when their team is in possession and strikers move to deep positions 
Players are able to solve problems and analyse and improve their own and others performance 

When defending players are able to stop players turning, and slow the pace of the attack 
Players will make a new passing angle after they have passed the ball 
Players are able to go past players using changes of pace and manipulation of the ball 

Excellence  

L 

Players use disguise when controlling the ball taking the ball away from where it has come from, using a change of pace to gain extra time 

Players are able to switch the play using disguise and can complete this skill over larger distances 
Players show mastery and ball manipulation linking pace, disguise and technique to beat opponents 

Players display a great variety of passes that are played with consistency, different paced passes are used to help set up play. They pass the ball at the right moment 

 

S 

 

When wanting the ball players will begin to move side ward’s first opening up a better angle for the passes, they will use trigger movements and disguise 
Players understand and can perform all the roles within 3rd and 4th man running passing moves. They evaluate  and develop skills to solve problems 



  

 

H 

In attacking moments players are able to react and use movement of others to create 3rd and 4th man running opportunities 
In Defensive Transition players quickly move goal side of their player, narrowing play to prevent the split pass and making play predictable and slow the game 
Players create and can implement a variety of different tactics such as the half way line drop and high press to effectively overcome opponents 
Players evaluate and improve performances, they analyse and solve problems demonstrating deep understanding of tactics and strategy to overcome opponents 

 

 
Progress Gymnastics Assessment Guideline  

Emerging  

L 

Rolls and balances are copied and performed they  display some body control, moves may break down when placed into a longer routine 

Routines link together simple aspects but may lack flow between isolated moves 

Vaults will require assistance and style may be lacking on vault or dismount 

 

S 

Themes are displayed through short sequences but lack understanding, when put to music the routine is out of sync 

Planning is very basic and often neglects linking moves to enable them to get into good positions from which to perform the moves 

Rolls and balances are all attempted but may sometimes lack control when placed in routine performances. Limited attention given to style 

Routines display competence in basic moves together with simple link movements. 

 

H 

Vaults are safely demonstrated but may lack speed on approach putting the rotation under pressure and often causing an untidy finishing position 

Themes are evidenced during routine but do not run throughout. They are able to recall what they should include 

Planning displays basic concepts and basic links but more advanced actions are not attempted 

Expected 

 

 

L 

Rolls and balances are done competently with some style, they displays confidence with simple moves. Attempts more advanced actions but these may falter 

under pressure 

Routines display a good range of basic moves with advanced moves attempted. The links between the basic moves may affect the flow of the sequence 

The basic vaults are performed with confidence, more advanced vaults may require some assistance as performers may struggle to control the landing 

Theme is interpreted well and performer begins to show more awareness of space and timing 

Planning displays better understanding of flow and timing, links become more evident in order to set up the next move 

 

S 

Able to demonstrate more difficult moves such as straddle rolls and back rolls with kick but speed and rotation may not always be under complete control 

Routines generally are comprised of a variety of simple moves with one or two more advanced moves included 

Vaults are performed with some limited assistance, performer may lack speed on approach causing pressure on rotation and therefore landing 

Themes are well understood and interpreted, performer displays good understanding and use of space. Timing shows more control but may falter in latter 

stages of routine 

Planning begins to also include more detail on timing and pace creating a routine that has more fluid parts 

 

H 

Able to perform advanced moves such as straight leg roll but will sometimes not control speed of rotation 

Routines comprise basic and more advanced moves, these moves are done competently but sometimes lack creativity within links 

Can perform the two basic vaults without assistance but may lack control during rotation and landing. They are able to identify errors in performance 

Themes are well understood and the performer makes good use of levels, body and space, under pressure the timing may falter 

Planning begins to display very specific timing of elements and starting positions for advanced actions some original ideas are attempted 



Excellence 

 

 

L 

Able to perform advanced moves such as straight leg roll and handstand roll, moves such as the diving forward roll are done competently but lack a controlled 

finish 

Routines have a high number of advanced moves with carefully selected linking actions. Routine displays flow control and some style 

Vaults display good speed on approach and secure landings, occasional alignment issues with rotation can occur 

 
S 

Themes display good links between moves and a good understanding, most of routine will sync to music 

Planning displays high level appreciation of how actions must be linked and how actions may change in level/pace dependent on music. Original ideas are included 

into the plan 

Able to demonstrate and apply more advanced moves; rolls such as straight leg roll, handstand roll and diving forward roll efficiently with style including a 

finishing position 

Routines display more advanced moves with basic moves used to link actions together, links are smooth and transition between actions are fluid 

 
H 

Able to execute simple somersaults and hand springs with style. All finish under control and in a still stylish finishing position 

Theme is explicitly conveyed and runs throughout the routine, moves are planned to convey the theme and have cultural aspects included 

Planning demonstrates a high level of understanding of linking and aesthetics, timing to music is included allowing the routine to flow 

 

 
Progress Rounder’s Assessment Guideline  

Done 

Emerging 
 

S Players are able to  copy technique and throw over short distances but technique may falter when under pressure 
S Players are aware of and can recall good positioning but during game play the ball will regularly get behind them  

S When batting players will make contact 50% of the time, distances hit will be short or they will simply block the ball 
S Players will cover the path of the ball creating barriers when it is travelling to them or near to them.  

C When throwing the ball back from fielding positions players will often make slightly late judgements allowing batter to progress 
S Players are able to throw accurately over short distances 
C Players begin to start in good positions – being able to see the field of lay, as the game plays they will gradually move forward again allowing the ball to get behind them 
S When batting players will have a good hitting ratio but players will often hit from underneath the ball 
S Players will start to move into line and cover the ball creating more effective fielding, when errors occur they are able to identify these and are aware of good technique 
C When throwing the ball back most focus is on the first base and decision making becomes inconsistent when ball is hit long, 

Expected 
 

S Players are able to throw accurately over short distances but medium distance throws may falter under pressure 
S Players start in good positions (Which may break down under pressure), they also begin to make effective barriers 
S Players will begin to back positions such as first base in case the post guard fails to stop the ball 

C When throwing the ball back players begin to recognise the scoring bases 
S Players are able to throw accurately over short and medium distances, long throws are often inaccurate (Short/long/wide) 
S Players start in good positions and begin to alter this depending on patterns of play. Barriers are effective on most occasions 
C Players back up both first base and fourth base 
S When throwing ball back out fielders focus on preventing full rounders’ by getting the ball to fourth 
S Players are able to demonstrate  accurate throwing over short and medium distances, long throws are occasionally overthrown 



C Players start in good positions and begin to move back to these positions after each hit. They move into line first before fielding the ball making barriers effective (stopping the ball 

in front of them) 
C Players apply good tactics covering first base and second base allocating fielders away from third 

C When throwing the ball back players make good judgements about whether to throw to fourth base or to prevent half rounders’ at the second base 
Excellence 
 

S Players are able to demonstrate and apply accurate throws  over short medium and long distances 
S Players start in good positions and maintain them, decisions are quick, occasionally the best option will be missed 
C Players cover key positions such as first, second and fourth bases, allocating players away from the third base 
C When throwing back players make effective decisions and judgements, there move is planned as they move towards the ball 
S Players can throw accurately over short, medium and long distances, often bouncing the ball before the receiver so not to overthrow the ball 
C Players position themselves being able to see all posts, the ball and the running player. Fielding decision are made  as they run forward onto the ball, getting into line first (Ball is kept 

infront) 
C When batting players always contact the ball and can direct it over different distances depending on fielding positions. They will adjust the bat to hit through rather than under the 

ball 
C Players are very tactically aware and can apply and outline plans such as covering key positions once the ball is hit – for example the backstop moves from position to fourth base 
C When throwing back the ball is delivered with pace, effective judgement and they will communicate with the receiver making all aware of the plan before the ball is thrown. 

 

 
Progress Swimming Assessment Guideline 

Done 

Emerging 

 

T Basic technique for Arms and Kick are copied and performed in isolation but in race situations this breaks down and insufficient power is generated  
T Body position and breathing hips are low in the water and head is kept above the water line at all times. They can recall what they should do. 
T Starts in water with push off from wall, does not always achieve a streamlined shape 
C In competitive situations they are aware of potential tactics but tire quickly and are unable to implement them 
T Arms and Kick are copied and applied with some success but breaks down during competitive situations as performer tires due to inefficiency  
T Body position and breathing hips are still low in the water causing drag, head will sometimes be in the water but breathing is done at irregular intervals 
T Starts with a seated dive but may not always achieve correct angle as head may look up as contact is made with water 
C In competitive situations they are aware and can recall specific tactics but can only partially implement them as inefficiency in technique causes fatigue 

Expected T Technique for the Arms and Kick is copied and applied well during the early and middle stages of a race but begins to falter and causes fatigue in final stages 

of race 
T Body position begins to demonstrate better alignment in the early stages of races and breathing occurs regularly but not always on the correct side 
T Starts able to successfully do a seated dive into the race, rotating smoothly and allowing a good push into the stroke 
C In competitive situations the performer can apply simple tactics such as taking a lead  
T  Performers demonstrate good technique in the arms and kick and are able to pull powerfully when required and maintain technique in pressure situations 
T Body position begins to demonstrate better alignment and body roll, breathing becomes more regular and in time 
T Starts; from kneeling dive head may not always remain on chest 
C In competitive situations the performer can apply tactics such as taking a race quicker to try and influence other racers 
T Arms and Kick performed and demonstrated with speed and efficiency in race situations they are able to maintain this throughout 



T Performers demonstrate and apply the correct body position with hips high in the water and correct alignment. Body roll and rotation is competent  
T Starts from kneeling position and applies good rotation and minimal splash into the water demonstrating a powerful start into the stroke 
C In competitive situations the performer demonstrates and can apply tactics such as taking the race quicker or slower forcing a sprint finish depending own 

strengths 

Excellence T Arms and Kick are applied with consistency throughout competitive situations efficiently and powerfully 
T Performers  demonstrate the correct body position and alignment reducing drag and improving efficiency, rotation is fluid and efficient  
T Starts from standing demonstrating correct angle of entry  but legs may be uneven or kickback slowing performer on entry to water 
C In competitive situations the performer can demonstrate a range of techniques such as taking a lead, mid race sprint, taking a race slower to cause a sprint 

finish 
T The performer demonstrates and applies consistently high level of technique in Arms and Kick allowing efficiency and power to be generated throughout 

competition 
T Body position and breathing demonstrates high level of control. Alignment is executed and hips held high in the water with power generated from hips 
T Starts; demonstrate and apply a full standing dive with correct angle of entry into water,  legs enter straight with minimal splashing 
C In competitive situations the performer can outline, demonstrate and apply advanced strategies and tactics including use of draft 

 

 
Progress 

Table Tennis Assessment Guideline  
Done 

Emerging 

 

 

L 

Players can copy simple forehands and backhands shots but demonstrate greater consistency on the backhand side, shot consistency can break down under 

pressure 

When serving players can consistently get the ball in but the serve is often short or high allowing opponents to attack them 

When returning the ball will sometime get down the side of the returner causing inconsistency 

 

S 

Players stay to their own strengths in terms of strategy. They are aware of what they could be doing 

When playing forehands and backhands players show some consistency with control of body and balance they begin to move to get into good hitting positions 

When serving players begin to play the ball off the central line, sometimes they require greater depth on the shot 

 

H 

When returning players are able to consistently block the ball back, though often into the midcourt leaving themselves open to attack from the next shot 

Players keep to their own strengths and are able to identify but no always prevent an opponent playing to theirs 

Players can describe actions with accuracy 

Expected 

 

 

L 

Forehands and backhands show good consistency and balance and these are used to force opponents into making mistakes, top spin is the primary spin used 

When serving players begin to use better depth and pace, greater angle is often required 

When returning players are able to block and sometimes return with topspin to begin to attack the server 

Players play to their own strengths but also show awareness can try to keep the ball away from their opponent’s strengths 

 

S 

Forehands and backhands demonstrate consistency and are hit deeper onto the court, players start to hit some winners on the forehand side using top spin to 

generate pace 

When serving players use better depth, pace and top spin to create a serve which becomes harder to return 

When returning players begin to use better angle to move the server off the central line 



Players use simple attacking strategies such as the ‘V’ attack to force mistakes and play occasional winners 

 

H 

When playing forehands players make good use of top spin driving opponents back creating space in which to attack, they will begin to use a ‘V’ attack 

When serving players begin to utilise some different types of spin to cause more movement on the ball, these will sometimes not always deliver depth or angle 

required 

When returning players become better at anticipating and reading the bounce returning  more consistently and returning with pace 

Players use ‘V’ attacks and also vary the pace and spin of ball increasing opportunities for winners 

Excellence 

 

 

L 

On forehands and backhands players can impart two different types of spin, mostly topspin on forehand and backspin on backhand, sidespin is occasionally used 

successfully 

When serving players apply and demonstrate a variety of spin to disguise the serve 

When returning players return on angles and change the pace to try and stop the attack forming 

 
S 

Players outline different attacking strategies both side to side and deep and short to create space in which to attack effectively 

When playing forehands and backhands players can impart topspin, backspin and side spin, using appropriate spin to open up or attack space 

When serving players use disguise and deception, speed and placement to either win the point outright or to set up their next move, they make returns 

predictable 

 
H 

When returning serve players demonstrate great ability to read the spin and place the ball back to minimise the effect of their opponents attack 

Players outline and demonstrate a mastery of strategy; showing variation between angles and depth, using spin to vary speed of attack and often cramping 

opponent. 

Players evaluate and adapt shots and tactics depending on opponent 

 

 
Progress Volleyball Assessment Guideline   

Emerging 

 

 

L 

When serving the basic underarm technique, server remains static causing problems with power, many serves will only just clear the net and accuracy is variable 

When passing the player will have some difficult attempting to set the ball. When playing the Dig players do not effectively bend their knees and contact is 

inconsistent 

When blocking players jump but unable to land in same spot, they often do not extend hands properly 

 

S 

The player finds transfer between skills practice and the competitive situation challenging and characterised by unforced errors.  

The underarm serve begins to develop more accuracy, serves require additional depth - most are played near the centre line of the court. Players begin 

stepping into the ball 

When passing players achieve greater consistency with balls played close to them. The set shot will sometimes lack sufficient height 

 
H 

When blocking the player is able to gain required height and get hands over net but they often arrive too late 

Players are able to copy skills into the game situation when the ball is played near to them. They are also able to describe teaching points and performance 

Players can describe basic technique and make accurate observations 

Expected  
L 

Basic underarm serve is performed accurately, players step into the ball creating extra depth. Players begin to select areas to attack. Overarm serves display 

lack of control 

When passing players are consistent on the Dig and begin to bend their knees to control the pace of the ball, shots may break down under pressure 



When blocking the player times the jump with much better effect, but will often operate as an individual 

The player works soundly within their team and are able to help set play and defend well. They identify and are aware of the causes of mistakes 

 
S 

Players demonstrate control of the overarm serve consistently getting it over the net, most serves are down the central area allowing the opposition to return 

most of time 

When passing players achieve and apply a high level of consistency on the Dig and begin to be able to pass the ball to players in more effective positions 

When blocking players try to get into position quicker but fail to make the play predictable as they may leave channels open 

The player makes effective choices in game situations and has good control over the skills they select to use 

 
H 

Overarm and underarm serves demonstrate a good level of accuracy, server is able to change height/depth depending on the situation, consistency suffers 

under pressure 

When passing players perform the Dig with consistency and control, flight paths are considered. Players begin to move off the ball 

When blocking players work together to ensure more effect. The timing may sometimes be off but technique is correctly applied. They can analyse 

performance 

Players apply good choices in game situations. Attempting the correct action in the moment. Sometimes they will not have enough time to be able perform it to 

its maximum 

Excellence  
L 

Serves demonstrate and apply good variety; depth and height are used to good effect. Serves are very consistent even under pressure. 

When passing the player displays good footwork and is able to reach more difficult balls. Passes are adapted depending on the receiver with accuracy and good 

flight paths.  

Blocking is done with good timing and they will often work with others to ensure an effective block 

 
S 

The player demonstrates a good understanding of tactics and communicates effectively with team mates. They will make few unforced errors. 

When serving overarm or underarm players are able to hit any predetermined area of the court, they demonstrate purpose and set up next the play. 

 When passing the player moves quickly into line and passes accurately to any target. Digs are skilfully done and they are able to take the pace off smashes. 

 
H 

The player blocks very effectively and is able to play the ball off the net. Timing is precise and they anticipate what is going to happen 

The player controls parts of the game, their influence is very effective and tactically they make astute and game changing decisions 

The player can outline, demonstrates and apply excellent tactical awareness. They have huge influence over what happens in the game often adapting and 

setting up play 

 


